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Welcome to Alexa Riley Promises. This series is dedicated to old romances. Itâ€™s tropes galore,
with all of our usual over-the-top alphas and sweet cheesy goodness.These short books will focus
on traditional and classic tropes while sticking to the Alexa Riley code: no cheating and always with
an HEA. Thatâ€™s our Promise to you. Mr and Mrs Phillip has been married to Molly for a year.
Heâ€™s beyond obsessed with his new wife, to the point that he has to hold his true feelings back. If
she knew how crazy he is for her, she might push him away.Molly is feeling distance growing
between them, and sheâ€™s worried sheâ€™s not enough. One night she walks in on Phillip, and it
changes everything.When Phillip discovers Molly was in an accident and now has amnesia, heâ€™s
going to do all he can to make her fall in love with him again. Holding nothing back this
time.Warning: Itâ€™s just as crazy as it sounds and just as over-the-top ridiculous. If you want to get
silly with us and spend a little time away from reality, grab this one up!
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First, I have to say I hate amnesia stories. It doesn't matter if it would be she or he who lost the
memory. It always annoys the s*** out of me when people would take advantage of that situation
and put crap in theirs heads.So, I was a little apprehensive going into this. I kept thinking would I

feel the same with Alexas story? Would it be the first time ever, when Alexas work wouldn't give me
the happy feeling, I feel every damn time I read her books?And after finishing reading what do you
think I feel? All I had to say, that it was brilliant! After all those books I shouldnâ€™t had doubted
Alexa. She will always give me what I need.You will love Phillip. Even though at the beginning, you
will be like 'What the hell is wrong with you, man?! Stop suppressing your obsessive caveman side.
It's what so wonderful about you. It's what we love about you!' And then voila! The hero we so
obsess over is here! Finally! He lost all his control and become a beast who wants his mate now,
here, close and forever. And f*** the rest! Awww, isn't that your dream prince?I'm so looking forward
for the other books in this series.

5 Stars Fantastic!OK, this author is great. She tells you at the start of her book what the reader is to
expect SO when you do continue to read, it is exactly what she says it is!!!!!!This story was fast, it
was sweet n very sexy, the male was total ALPHA all the freaking way and YES it was over the top
and guess what, I LOVED every second of it, lolThese books are great for the in between the drama
and angst filled books. Her books are a great way to "cleanse" your mind and yet in a very sexy and
dirty sort of way:)If you are looking for over the top, alpha males with a dirty sexy story then these
are the books for you. Her H and h's are always great and the storylines never cease to amaze me!

The reason for being apart bothered me to no end. I don't like stories that stress how much in love
they are and then at the first sign of a problem she says to the biatch naked in his office " you can
have him" . Eh.. no. Sorry. There should be hair pulling and ball busting taken place before you
make that dramatic exit. Instead she's a coward and leaves, like she did something wrong and like
he's not worth the fight??!! What follows is them being apart and miserable for months. And then it
turns out it a misunderstanding. Shocking, I know. And guess what. The misery could have been
worked out if you'd stood your ground and talked it out the first time it happened. Poor Phillip. He
married a child and that's what he got.

So no surprise here, but I loved Mr and Mrs, it was different than what I'm used from Alexa Riley, a
lot more angsty but in a really good way. Every time I pick up an A.R. book it's always better than
the last. The writing style gets better and better, the plots are always engaging and the
characters?!?! The characters are too flippin awesome!Mr and Mrs is full of emotional intensity. You
feel for Phillip, with his worries and doubts about whether or not he will be enough for his Molly and
you definitely can relate to Molly when she is still trying to find her niche in this new world. What you

don't worry about is where this is going to go. We know theres a HEA (and it is sweet!) and you
know these two love each other. There is no question, even during their time apart, there is no
wavering or gray area for these two. They This was insanely cute, heartfelt and of course, freakin
HOT! Another hit for me.

Ms. Riley has done it again! This is a very short read and I really wish it was longer. The plot is very
rushed but that is because we're coming in after the hero got the heroine. The problems begin after
the marriage and due to little communication between the couple. This has some real life issues and
how miscommunication and no communication can blow up after small things happen that seemed
to be one thing when they're really another. I don't want to spoil the story but this started off
Breaking My Heart but the ending made it all worthwhile. I would definitely recommend this book to
someone who would like a short romantic light-hearted read that has a little bit of a mess and drama
but that's it

I love Alexa Riley's books because they are always quick, great reads. They are a mix of heat and
heart. Me. And Mrs. was no different. I found Molly relatable. She carries all the fears that us new
brides felt when taken out of our happy place and thruster back to real world.Phillip and Molly's
connection is rare and it was nice to see it bloom, fade and bloom again. When Philip decides to not
hold back, all bets are off. I loved every word of the book. So much so that I finished it in one night.
Who needs sleep when you are high on a good read.

Alexa Riley's books are over the top, instant love, over the hill alphas, etc and I freaking love it. This
one was oh so cute, sweet, and even swoon worthy. I mean, who doesn't want a man who will love
you no matter what, who is so in love with you he is doing everything to make you happy. Ok yes , I
think she should have fought. But then again , it wouldn't have the drama, the learning curve, the
making up. This is a great book . Congrats!Reviewed by JustaBooklovinJunkie
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